3M Medical Materials
and Technologies

Quality
materials.
Trusted
expertise.
3M is your trusted source
of quality healthcare
components for design-in
solutions to enhance
and save lives.

Technology with a
personal touch
From initial design through production,
we put our medical industry expertise and
broad technology portfolio to work for you –
helping you bring the next generation of
medical devices to life.

How do you choose the best way to attach one
substrate to another — especially if that “other” is a
human being? How can you make wearable medical
devices smaller and more flexible, so patients can
be monitored from the comfort of their own homes?
How can you improve the speed and accuracy of
diagnostic devices?
These are questions best answered while your
device is still on the drawing board. And that’s
where 3M can help.
We offer a wide range of medical-grade materials
and components to help you design and build more
reliable, innovative and feature-rich medical devices.
By bringing in 3M at the product concept stage, you
can take advantage of our expertise to potentially
speed up your design process – with solutions
that can help improve device reliability, enhance
performance and reduce costs. At the same time,
you gain access to 3M’s entire technology portfolio
to expand your design options, and resources that
include manufacturing guidance, global supply chain
capabilities, product testing and clinical support.
Whatever product development stage you’re at,
we’re ready to help you succeed – by delivering
great science with a personal touch.
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Your trusted source for
"design-in" solutions
For over 50 years, 3M has been a leader in the
health care industry. During that time, our advanced
technologies have contributed to the creation of more
than 10,000 new health care products worldwide.
We supply the medical device manufacturing, design
and supply industries with a carefully selected line of
medical grade tapes, coatings and adhesive technologies,
semi-finished components and selected bulk supplies
of 3M branded products.

Our care pathways
Medical devices incorporating
3M materials and technologies
are typically used in one or more
of these care pathways:
- Continuous Health Monitoring

At 3M, great products are just the beginning
 Global technical support and customization facilities
 Fast, responsive sampling service
 Flexible order quantities
 50+ years of health care expertise

- Diabetes Management
- Medical Device Development
Look for this symbol to help
find solutions optimized for
your application.

 Confidential partnering and dedicated account manager
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For over 50 years, our medical-grade
adhesive tape and film components have
been trusted by hospitals and clinics
around the world for applications ranging
from professional wound care dressings to
device attachments and strappings.

<<<<<

>>>>>

Device Components

Attributes to Consider

Our experts can help you select the best options
for your design, from “skin-friendly” materials to
aggressive adhesives used in the actual construction
of your device. Whatever product development stage
you’re at, we’re ready to help you succeed – with
solutions that can help improve device reliability,
enhance performance and reduce costs.

 Gentle or aggressive adhesion
 Wear duration
 Repeat use

Provide excellent conformability and breathability for
extended wear applications or therapeutic devices.
Printable options are available to display your brand.
Film Tapes
A wide variety of choices to create the appearance
you desire – with the adhesion you require. Tapes
in this category range from breathable to occlusive
and gentle to aggressive adhesion in both singleand double-coated versions. Printable options
are available.
Foam Tapes
A soft, cushioning yet conformable alternative to film
and nonwoven tapes. Being of thicker caliper, foam
tapes allow for easy attachment to flanges or skin.
PVC foams are more conformable than polyethylene
foams. Both are available in multiple colors.
Hydrocolloid Adhesives

 Hydrophilic or hydrophobic

The best option in skin-friendly attachment.
Hydrocolloid adhesives are gentle to the skin over
longer wear durations, provide skin hydration, and
easily release from the skin. Due to their thickness,
they also provide a comfortable cushioning effect.

 Color

Film & Accessories

 Sterilization requirements

We offer vapor barrier films, hydrophilic films for liquid
transport, release liners and plastic coated wire tapes.

 Breathable
 Conformable
 Printable

 Release liner characteristics
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We can help you design and manufacture therapeutic and diagnostic
“stick-to-skin” devices for a wide variety of wear conditions.
Our tapes can be used for securing instruments,
as a “stick-to-skin” covering, or as inner layers
in the construction of your device. We also offer
conductive adhesives for specialty applications;
ask your 3M representative for details.

Pulse Oximetry
Conformability and breathability are key
considerations for oximeter devices. Our
nonwoven, foam and perforated film tapes are
well suited for these applications.

Electrodes & Grounding Pads
We can help you select materials for your
particular application from our wide range of
electrode backing options. When choosing
an adhesive, consider attributes such as
conformability, breathability, wear duration,
and gentle (infants or elderly) vs. aggressive
adhesion (emergency or moist environments).
Also ask about our conductive adhesives.

Diagnostic Instrument Securement
Nonwoven and film tapes provide excellent shear
and tensile properties to secure your device to
patients’ skin.

Iontophoresis
We offer plasticizer-free polyethylene foam
tapes as well as highly conformable and
		
soft PVC foam tapes.
		
Nonwoven tapes
		
also provide an
excellent alternative.

Construction Aids
Our double-coated tapes and transfer adhesives
give you more freedom of design:
 N
 onwoven Tapes
Excellent conformability and breathability.
Printable options are available to display
your brand.
 F
 ilm Tapes
A wide variety of choices to create the
appearance you desire. Tapes in this category
range from breathable to occlusive and from
gentle to aggressive adhesion. Printable
options are also available.
 F
 oam Tapes
Provide a soft, cushioned backing. The
thicker caliper allows for easy application.
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 Hydrocolloid Tapes
 D
 ouble-Coated Tapes & Transfer Adhesives
 F
 oam Single-Coated Tapes
 Release Liners
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Microfluidic
Device Components
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We offer a
broad portfolio
of tapes and
films to help
you design and
manufacture
diagnostic
consumables
and devices.
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Typical uses include construction of blood glucose strips, lateral
flow assays and other microfluidic consumables and devices
used for clinical, molecular and immunoassay diagnostics.
3M™ Diagnostic Tapes are made with carefully selected
adhesive systems that minimize the potential for chemical or
optical interference during use or analysis. 3M Diagnostic Tapes
are available with a variety of backing materials, allowing a wide
range of flexibility in matching the right tape to your specific
processing and design needs.
3M™ Hydrophilic Polyester Films have a special coating for fast
and effective spreading of a liquid sample. The treated films
provide consistency in sample thickness and flow rate, directing
the proper volume of fluid to the desired location within the
device – and helping to ensure an accurate reading.
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 Hydrophilic Films
 Single-Coated Tapes
 Heatsealable Film
 Double-Coated Tapes & Transfer Adhesives
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Surgical
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Device Components

From surgical drapes, gowns and face shields
to tube organizers and fasteners, the disposable
components used within the operating arena
must adhere to high standards of quality and
performance. We’re here to help you design and
manufacture devices that provide a high level of
patient safety, comfort and protection – while
helping you maximize the return on your investment.
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Applicable
Technology:
Biomedical,
Electrodes &
Iontophoresis

 D
 ouble-Coated Tapes
& Transfer Adhesives
 Closure Products
 Specialty Films
 N
 onwoven & Woven
Single-Coated Tapes
 Film Single-Coated Tapes

Microfluidics

 Hydrocolloid Tapes
 Foam Single-Coated Tapes

Surgical

Medical Device Development

We understand the unique adhesive
and tape requirements for the surgical
device market. Our adhesives and tapes
are designed to be “skin-friendly” for
applications where the devices will be
attached to patients. These tapes adhere
well to skin, but remove gently and
completely. We also offer tapes designed
for device construction applications
requiring strong adhesion to a wide variety
of substrates. Some of our newer doublecoated tapes feature a “skin-friendly”
adhesive on one side and an aggressive
construction adhesive on the other side –
giving you the best of both worlds.

Ostomy

We specialize in customizing
products to meet your unique needs.
Using a wide variety of carriers,
we can tailor certain properties to
your specifications, such as tensile
strength, conformability and even
breathability. We offer custom
slitting and die cutting, slit and
extended liners, printed and other
custom liners, and even custom
formulated adhesives. We also
welcome inquiries on new products,
and we can draw on the broad
3M technology platform to develop
new solutions to fit your needs.

Retail

Definitions of
Technologies
& Custom
Options
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Your collection
devices for ostomy
and continence
applications make
an important
contribution to
patients’ quality
of life.
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We can help you design
and manufacture
these devices with
our extensive product
line of “skin-friendly”
components for securing
devices and protecting
patients' skin.

Securement Components
We offer a wide variety of choices in
secural tape, many of which can be
attached to ostomy bags using common
heat sealing techniques.
 N
 onwoven Tapes
Provide excellent security,
conformability and breathability for
extended wear collection devices.
 F
 ilm Tapes
Secure adhesion with the added
benefits of a translucent barrier film
and the ability to easily clean the
tape surface.
 F
 oam Tapes
A soft, cushioning and conformable
alternative to film and nonwoven
tapes. Being of thicker caliper, foam
tapes allow for easy attachment to
flanges or skin and easy handling
by the user.

Pouch Closures
We give you a wide variety of options
for patient adjustable closures for
drainable pouches. Our comfortable,
conformable Flexfoam closures offer
security, simplicity and discretion to
your patients. Flexform wire closures
provide a similar, cost-effective
solution. Both can be customized in
color and length.
Construction Aids
Double-coated tapes and transfer
adhesives allow you to build your own
custom laminates using a wide variety
of materials. We have double-coated
tapes and transfer adhesives made for
stick-to-skin, stick-to-device or both
types of applications.

<<<<<

 H
 ydrocolloid Adhesives
The best option in skin-friendly
attachment. Hydrocolloid adhesives
are resistant to body fluids and
help to maintain skin health.

Ostomy
Device Components
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Your ideas are endless – and we can help you bring them to life.
We offer a comprehensive
portfolio of tape components for a
wide array of retail applications.

Y E L LOW A R E A C U T S AWAY
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Our experts take the time to
understand your unique design
requirements in order to select
the best product to maximize the
performance and value of your
device – and help bring your idea
to market.
Attributes to Consider
 Color
 Printable
 Wear duration
 Repeat use
 Conformable
 Breathable
 Gentle or aggressive
adhesion

Film Tapes
A wide variety of choices to create the appearance
you desire. Tapes in this category range from
breathable to occlusive, with gentle to aggressive
adhesion. Printable options are available.
Foam Tapes
A soft, cushioning yet conformable alternative to film
and nonwoven tapes. Being of thicker caliper, foam
tapes allow for easy attachment to flanges or skin. PVC
foams are more conformable than polyethylene foams.
Available in tan, ivory or blue.
Hydrocolloid Adhesives
The best option in skin-friendly attachment.
Hydrocolloid adhesives are gentle to the skin over
long wear durations and release from the skin easily.
Due to their thickness, they also provide a comfortable
cushioning effect.

<<<<<

 Liner characteristics

Nonwoven Tapes
Excellent conformability and breathability for extended
wear applications. Printable options are available to
display your brand. Our customers have reported using
these products in applications such as disposable bras,
temporary tattoos and first aid dressings.

Retail

Device Components
*Also available without a release liner.
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Abrasives

Fi

Ad
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Am
Ce

Ceramics

Ec

Fl

Advanced
Materials
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Md

Medical Data
Management

Films

Adhesives

Energy
Components

Fluoromaterials

Nt

Nanotechnology

Co Nw

Advanced
CompositesNonwoven

3M Technology Platforms
Mo
Molding

Mr

Pm

Materials

Do

Dental &
Orthodontic
Materials

Po

Porous
Materials
& Membranes

Em

Electronic
Materials

Sm
Specialty
Materials

Microreplication

Pd

Particle
& Dispersion
Processing

Rp

Radiation

Processing

Su

Polymer
Processing

Surface
Modification

Pp

Vp

Precision
Processing

Vapor
Processing

Processing

An

Analytical

As

Application
Software

Es

Electronics
& Software

Fc

Flexible
Converting
& Packaging

In

Inspection &
Measurement

Is

Integrated
Systems
& Design

Pr

Process

Design
& Control

Se

Sensors

We

Accelerated
Weathering

Capabilities

Flexible
Electronics

Acoustic
Control

Bi

Biotech

Dd
Drug
Delivery

Di

Display

Fs

Filtration,
Separation
& Purification

Im

Imaging

Lm

Light
Management

Mi

Microbial
Detection
& Control

Op

Optoelectronics

Tt

Track
& Trace

Wo

Wound
Management

Applications

<<<<<

Materials

Pe

Predictive
Engineering &
Modeling

Fe

Ac

Mf

Mechanical
Fasteners
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Glossary of Terms: Adhesives & Tapes
Acrylic/Acrylate: A synthetic polymer with excellent
aging characteristics that can be used as a component
adhesive.

Double-Coated: The adhesive is applied on both sides
of the backing, which serves principally as a carrier for
the adhesive.

Adhesion: (Pressure Sensitive) A bond produced
between a pressure sensitive adhesive and a surface.

Film: Uniform, homogeneous, plastic webs.

Adhesion to Skin: A study to determine the degree of
adhesion to skin of medical tapes or adhesives for up to
96 hours. Additionally, the amount of residue remaining
on the skin after the material removal is assessed.
Adhesive: Any material which will hold two or more
objects together solely by intimate surface contact.
Adhesive Transfer: The transfer of adhesive from its
normal position on the tape to the surface to which the
tape was attached, either during unwind or removal.
Backing: A relatively thin flexible material to which the
adhesive is applied. Theoretically any material, which is
reasonably flat, relatively thin and flexible, can be used
as a tape backing. Sometimes referred to as carrier.
Backside: The uncoated side or side opposite the
adhesive coating. For a double-coated tape, the side in
contact with the liner after unwinding.
Conformability: The ability of tape to fit snugly or make
essentially complete contact with the surface of an
irregular object without creasing or folding.
Converting: The actual operation of changing a large
roll of tape or backing into a finished product by slitting,
short roll winding, die cutting, etc.

Medical

Biomedical,
Electrodes &
Iontophoresis

Flexibility: The ability of a tape to be freely bent
or flexed.
Foam: A soft, cushiony material formed by creating
bubbles in base materials, such as natural or synthetic
rubbers, or other elastomeric materials. Can be either
closed cell or open cell (air passage).

Microfluidics

Lamination: A combination of two or more materials,
which function as one backing on web.
Liner: A paper or film with a release coating used
to protect an adhesive from exposure before use.
Surgical

Nonwoven Materials: Paper, tissues or synthetic
(e.g. polyester) nonwoven fabrics.
Pressure Sensitive Adhesive: A term commonly used
to designate a distinct category of adhesive tapes and
adhesives, which are aggressively and permanently tacky
at room temperature and firmly adhere to a variety of
dissimilar surfaces upon mere contact without the need
of more than finger or hand pressure.

Ostomy

Release Liner: A web or sheet of material covering the
adhesive side of a tape. It is removed prior to application.
Retail

Single-Coated: The adhesive is applied to one side of
the backing only.

Faceside: The side of the backing on which the adhesive
is coated. For a double-coated tape, the side first
exposed after unwinding.

Definitions of
Technologies
& Custom
Options
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As an added service to our customers, we offer custom slitting and
die cutting of our tape products. We convert our tapes into widths and
lengths to meet your specific requirements. We also can provide slit
liners and/or extended liners on many of our tape products.

Slit Liner & Extended Liner Capabilities
>>>>>

Slit Liners (SL) –
liner is scored or slit
through to tape
 A
 vailable on all products

Y E L LOW A R E A C U T S AWAY

with a release liner except:

Single-coated tapes
Left Side
Left Side
Liner wound on
the outside
Liner
wound of
on
theoutside
roll
the
of
the roll

Double-coated tapes
Slit Liner
Slit Liner

Left Side

Slit Liner

Liner wound on
the outside of
the roll

– Transfer Adhesives
1504XL, 1524 and 1524A
–P
 olyurethane Tapes &
Film 9832F, 9833
and 9834

 T
 olerance is ± 1/16"
(± 1.5 mm)

 S
 tandard maximum slit

Liner wound on
the outside
Liner
wound of
on
theoutside
roll
the
of
the roll

roll width is 24" (61 cm)
and minimum slit width
is 0.5" (1.27 cm)

Left Side
Left Side

Left Side
Liner wound on
the outside of
the roll

Slit Liner
Slit Liner

 S
 lit (or score) must be a

Slit Liner

minimum of 1/8" (3 mm)
from the roll edge

 O
 rders must include
<<<<<

total number and location
of slit(s) and distance
from the left edge

Left Side
Left Side
Liner wound on
the outside
Liner
wound of
on
theoutside
roll
the
of
the roll

Left Side
Liner wound on
the outside of
the roll

Extended Liner
Extended Liner

Custom Options
Left Side
Left Side
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Liner wound on
the outside
Liner
wound of
on
theoutside
roll
the
of
the roll

Extended Liner
Extended Liner

Extended Liner
there may be some
NOTE: P
 lease be aware
Leftthat
Side

restrictions on maximum roll length of any
product slit less than 1" (25.4 mm) wide
due to roll stability during handling.

Liner wound on
the outside of
the roll

Extended Liner

Extended Liners (EL) –
liner extends past edge(s)
of adhesive
 A
 vailable on all products

with a release liner except:

Single-coated tapes

Double-coated tapes

Left
Side
Left
Side
Liner
wound
Liner
wound
on on
outside
thethe
outside
of of
thethe
rollroll

Left Side

Medical

Liner wound on
the outside of
the roll

– Any foam tape
– Transfer Adhesives 1524
and 1524A

Extended
Liner
Extended
Liner

Extended Liner

Left
Side
Left
Side

 A
 ll other products have an

Biomedical,
Electrodes &
Iontophoresis

Left Side

EL minimum width of 1/8"
(3 mm) and tolerance is
± 1/16" (± 1.5 mm)

 S
 tandard maximum roll

width is 24" (61 cm)
and minimum slit width
is 0.5" (1.27 cm)

Liner
wound
Liner
wound
on on
outside
thethe
outside
of of
the
roll
the roll

Extended
Liner
Extended
Liner

Liner wound on
the outside of
the roll

Extended Liner

Microfluidics

Surgical

Ostomy

Do you need a tape, adhesive or
film product that isn’t listed here?
In addition to our custom converting
services, we also offer custom
adhesive formulations, printed liners
and more. Contact us with your
inquiry, and we will work with you to
develop a solution to fit your needs.

Retail

Definitions of
Technologies
& Custom
Options
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Careful selection of quality
materials during the concept
stage can reduce the risk of
delays late in the development
process. With 3M, you can get
technical, design-in expertise
right from the start – making
your materials selection process
a whole lot easier.
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3M Medical Materials and Technologies

Visit our website to learn more: 3M.com/MedTech
Argentina
3M Argentina S.A.C.I.F.I.A.
Tel.: 54-11-4339-2400
Fax: 54-11-4339-2640

Czech Republic
3M Cesko s.r.o.
Tel: +420-261 380 111
Fax: +420-261 380 110

India
3M India Ltd.
Tel: 0091-80-2223 1414
Fax: 0091-80-22231450

Middle East
3M Gulf Ltd.
Tel: 971-4-3670-777
Fax: 971-4-3670-699

Singapore
3M Technologies (S) Pte. Ltd.
Tel: 65-6450-8866
Fax: 65-6455-2130

Ukraine
3M Ukraine
Tel: +380 44 490 57 77
Fax: +380 44 490 57 75

Australia
3M Health Care
Tel: 1 300 363 878
Fax: 1 800 060 888

Denmark
3M a/s
Tel: 45-43-48-0100
Fax: 45-43-96-8596

Indonesia
PT 3M Indonesia
Tel: (62-21) 520 3401
Fax: (62-21) 520 3106

The Netherlands
3M Nederland B.V.
Tel: 31-715-450-450
Fax: 31-715-450-212

Sri Lanka
3M Lanka (Pvt.) Ltd.
Tel: (94) 11 2785701
Fax: (94) 11 4410083-4

United Kingdom & Ireland
3M Health Care Ltd.
Tel: 44-1509-611-611
Fax: 44-1509-237-288

Belgium
3M Belgium N.V./S.A.
Tel: 32-2-722-5111
Fax: 32-2-720-0225

Dominican Republic
3M Dominicana
Tel: (809) 530-6560 X499
Fax: (809) 530-2960

Italy
3M Italia SPA
Tel: +39 2 7035-2406
Fax: +39 2 7035-2484

New Zealand
3M New Zealand
Tel: 64-9-444 4760
Fax: 64-9-443 7885

Spain
3M España, S.A.
Tel: 34-91-321-6000
Fax: 34-91-321-6002

Venezuela
3M Manufacturera Venezuela
Tel: 58-241-8391911
Fax: 58-241-8391928

Brazil
3M DO Brasil Ltda.
Tel: 55-19-864-7171
Fax: 55-19-864-7848

Finland
Suomen 3M Oy
Tel.: 358-9-52-521
Fax: 358-9-512-29-44

Japan
3M Health Care Ltd.
Tel: 81-3-3709-8289
Fax: 81-3-3709-8754

Peru
3M Peru S.A.
Tel: 511-224-2728
Fax: 511-224-3171

Sweden
3M Svenska AB
Tel: +46-8-92 21 00
Fax: +46-8-92 24 22

Vietnam
3M Vietnam Ltd.
Tel: 84 8 640986
Fax: 84 8 641024

Canada
3M Canada
Tel: 800 364-3577
Fax: 800 341-4630

France
Laboratoires 3M Santé
Tel: 33-1-3031-8376
Fax: 33-1-3031-8378

Kazakhstan
3M Representation Office
Tel: +7 3272 509 944
Fax: +7 3272 509 573

Philippines
3M Philippines
Tel: (632) 8133781 to 95
Fax: (632) 8145873 to 74

Switzerland & Eastern Europe
3M (Schweiz) AG
Tel: +41 44 724 92 44
Fax: +41 44 724 94 80

Chile
3M Chile S.A.
Tel: (56-2) 4103000
Fax: (56-2) 4103400

Germany
3M Medica
Tel: 49 2131 14 40 00
Fax: 49 2131 14 49 99

Korea
3M Korea Ltd.
Tel: 82-2-3771-4286
Fax: 82-2-786-2825

Poland
3M Poland Sp.z o.o.
Tel: (48 22) 739 60 00
Fax: (48 22) 739 60 01

Thailand
3M Thailand Ltd.
Tel: (66)2 260 8577 Ext.175
Fax: (66)2 261 7535

China
3M China Ltd.
Tel: 86-21-6275-3535
Fax: 86-21-5208-2205

Hong Kong
3M Hong Kong Ltd.
Tel: (852) 2806 6111
Fax: (852) 2234 6044

Malaysia
3M Malaysia Sdn. Bhd.
Tel: 6-03-7806 2888
Fax: 6-03-7806 2902

Portugal
3M Portugal
Tel: 351-21-3134500
Fax: 351-21-3134680

Taiwan
3M Taiwan Ltd.
Tel: 886-2-2704-9011
Fax: 886-2-2706-0355

Colombia
3M Colombia S.A.
Tel: 57-1 4108585
Fax: 57-1 4161677

Hungary
3M Hungária Kft.
Tel: (36-1) 270-7777
Fax: (36-1) 320-0951

Mexico
3M México, S.A. de C.V.
Tel: +52-55-5270-0400
Fax: +52-55-5270-0433

Russia
3M Russia
Tel: 7 (495) 784-74-74
Fax: 7 (495) 784-74-75

Turkey
3M Turkey
Tel: 9 (0212) 3507777
Fax: 9 (0212) 2821742

3M Medical Materials and Technologies
3M Center
St. Paul, MN 55144
Phone 800-584-2787
Web www.3M.com/MedTech
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